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Abstract 

This survey was conducted in the eastern part of Kunene Province in southern Angola, specifically in the 
communities of Ondjiva, Xangongo and Shangalala. The languages that were the main focus of this study 
were the local variants of the Wambo group (R20) including Kwanyama [kua], and the southernmost 
Nyaneka variant Nkumbi [khu], all belonging to Bantu Zone R (Guthrie 1970). The main purpose of the 
research was to investigate the relationships among neighbouring speech varieties in that area. 

Mbadja is historically and officially (in Namibia) the eighth main Wambo variant, not a sub-variant 
of Kwanyama. It should thus be considered separately for reasons of identity, though linguistically it is 
the closest to Kwanyama of the eight. According to the group interviewees in Shangalala, Mbadja people 
(particularly children and youth) who have not had previous contact with speakers of Kwanyama do not 
understand everything they hear in that variant. Mbadja interviewees also displayed the attitude that 
Kwanyama is not their own language and that it is distinct from Mbadja. 

The wordlists yielded mixed results, emphasising the similarity between Mbadja and Kwanyama 
while also pointing out Mbadja’s uniqueness. Overall, the balance of the evidence indicates that the 
Wambo variants are more similar to each other and to Nkumbi than to the Mwila subgroup of Nyaneka. 

The Ndongona people live between the Dhimba and Wambo areas of Angola’s Kunene Province, 
near Calueque, but their identity and the classification of their language is difficult to ascertain. The 
general consensus among interviewees belonging to neighbouring ethnic groups seems to be that 
Ndongona is a combination of Wambo, Nyaneka and Herero. The Nyaneka variant Nkumbi may be its 
closest relative among the varieties included in this study, but it is likely to be even more closely related 
to Nghuanghua and Hinga, two other speech varieties mentioned by interviewees but not yet 
investigated directly. 
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1 Introduction and background information 

This survey was conducted in the eastern part of Kunene Province in southern Angola, specifically in the 
communities of Ondjiva, Xangongo and Shangalala. The languages that were the main focus of this study 
were the local variants of the Wambo group (R20) including Kwanyama [kua], and the southernmost 
Nyaneka variant Nkumbi [khu], all belonging to Bantu Zone R (Guthrie 1970:60–61). Fieldwork took 
place from April 26 to May 7, 2013 at the invitation of the Instituto de Línguas Nacionais (ILN) and with 
the support of the Igreja Evangélica Luterana de Angola (IELA). The research was conducted with the full 
knowledge and permission of the Kunene provincial culture office. 

The main purposes of this research were to investigate the relationships among neighbouring speech 
varieties in the eastern part of Kunene Province, particularly Mbadja, Kwanyama, Nkumbi and the little-
known Ndongona. Information was obtained through observation, informal conversation and interviews 
in order to inform the direction of the research and the initial identification of local speech varieties. 
Dialect mapping exercises were facilitated in each community in order to identify neighbouring speech 
varieties and probe the relationship between them. Wordlists were elicited to aid in the identification, 
description and classification of the Wambo and Nyaneka variants of the province. Finally, data on the 
distribution of local variants was collected to aid in the revision of the Ethnologue mapping database for 
Angola (forthcoming). 

1.1 Identification of local speech varieties 

Most of the speech varieties included in this study fall under the umbrella of Wambo, a macrolanguage 
of southern Angola and northern Namibia. Several variants of Wambo are considered to be languages in 
their own right, namely Kwanyama [kua], Mbalanhu [lmb], Ndonga [ndo], Kwambi [kwm] and 
Ngandyera [nne]. Of these, only Mbalanhu and Ngandyera remain unwritten. (Lewis, Simons and Fennig 
2016). 

Each Wambo subgroup derived its name from an object that stood as a symbol of that group, similar 
to a flag or a coat-of-arms. For example, the Ngandyera were represented by a large gourd. These 
subgroups have maintained their unique identities while still associating with the overall Wambo 
ethnolinguistic identity. 

Nyaneka [nyk] is another large cluster of speech varieties with representatives in the part of Kunene 
Province covered by this study. The most notable of those found within the provincial boundaries is 
Nkumbi [khu], which has some literature already available (Lewis et al. 2016) and an ongoing language 
development program. The classification of Nyaneka variants farther to the north and west of Nkumbi 
was treated in earlier studies (Jordan 2015, Jordan and Manuel 2013). 

The third important linguistic cluster in Kunene Province is Herero [her], here represented by 
Dhimba [dhm] among others. Herero influence can be observed on the western margins of the groups 
included in this study and will be covered in more depth during future fieldwork. 

1.1.1 Kwanyama 

Kwanyama is the main focus of this study and the most influential Wambo variant of Angola. According 
to Fernandes and Ntondo (2002:52–53), Kwanyama has the following sub-variants: 

 Evale 
 Kafima 
 Kwanyama 
 Kwamato 
 Ndombondola 
 Kwangali 
 Ombadja 
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A slightly different viewpoint was expressed by the interview group at the provincial office for the 
Ministry of Culture in Ondjiva. According to them, Evale, Kafima and Kwanyama are the three 
historically Kwanyama-speaking groups. The origins of these groups were in three historical kingdoms. 
The Kafima essentially speak the Kwanyama sub-variant, while the Evale speak their own sub-variant, 
which is essentially Kwanyama with some differences in pronunciation, tone and vocabulary. The close 
relationship of the Kafima to the central group is demonstrated by the fact that Kafima people can 
inherit property in the Kwanyama area. 

The Ondjiva interview group also stated that Ndombondola can be counted as one of the eight 
variants of Wambo. However, the Ndombondola people are not included in the list of what are generally 
accepted to be the eight ethnolinguistic subgroups of Wambo (Tirronen 1986), so it is also possible that 
their speech variety really is a sub-variant of Kwanyama. Another conflicting piece of information from 
the Ondjiva interview group is that the Ndombondola live in Calueque and are the same as the 
Ndongona (see section 1.1.5). They said that despite being considered ethnically Wambo, the 
Ndombondola are a mixture of Wambo, Nyaneka and Herero. More evidence for the exact identity of this 
group will be discussed further in section 3.1. 

Regarding Kwanyama’s degree of development, two of the group interviewees stated that it is used 
in first grade only, and only in some schools. Most adults can read it, while most youth cannot. To date, 
it is used as a written standard by the Mbadja people as well as speakers of Kwanyama’s sub-variants. 

1.1.2 Mbadja 

Mbadja is historically the eighth variant of Wambo, not a sub-variant of Kwanyama. The colonial 
government had placed the Namibian Mbadja under the Kwanyama Traditional Authority and did not 
consider them to be a separate community. They were finally recognised by the Namibian government in 
2002. This resulted in the establishment of the Ombadja Traditional Authority, which brought the total 
of officially recognised Wambo communities to eight (Anyolo 2008:87). 

According to the group interviewees in Ondjiva, all of whom were mother-tongue speakers of 
Kwanyama, Mbadja includes the sub-variants Kwankwá and Hinga. They also mentioned that the Mbadja 
and the Mbalanhu form their own subgroup within the eight Wambo communities; their traditional 
rituals are connected. Apparently the Mbalanhu split off from the Mbadja at the time when these 
ethnolinguistic subgroups were forming. Therefore, Mbalanhu is more similar to Mbadja than to any of 
the other Wambo variants. 

According to the group interviewees in Shangalala, the Mbadja consider themselves to be a distinct 
ethnic group, and their linguistic variant has many words that are different from Kwanyama. In addition 
to the vocabulary differences, some sounds are also different. People who do not have contact with 
speakers of other Wambo variants, particularly children and youth, do not understand everything. 

1.1.3 Ndonga 

Besides Kwanyama, Ndonga is the other main developed variant of Wambo. Ndonga speakers live mostly 
in Namibia. 

According to Fernandes and Ntondo (2002:53), the dialects of Ndonga are Kusu, Nyengo and Diriku. 
However, Diriku [diu] is actually considered to be a separate language of the Luyana Group (K30) and 
more closely related to Kwangali [kwn] than to Ndonga, which belongs to the Wambo Group (R20) 
(Maho 2009:87). There are also two different speech varieties called Nyengo in that general area, one of 
which is a separate language of Angola ([nye]). The other one is currently listed in the Ethnologue 
(Lewis et al. 2016) as being a dialect of Simaa [sie]. These two varieties called Nyengo are in different 
branches of Bantu Zone K (Guthrie 1970), the former belonging to the Ciokwe-Luchazi Group (K10) and 
the latter to the Luyana Group (K30) (Maho 2009:63, 65). This still does not preclude the possibility of a 
third variety of the same name being a dialect of the Zone R Ndonga, but it is good to note due to the 
potential for confusion. 

Kwambi does have literature, but there is no established orthography and it is not equal to the other 
two as a literary variant. Though Kwambi was the variant originally used by the Catholic mission in that 
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area, today even among the Catholic churches the Ndonga Bible translation is used more frequently 
(Magnusson 2008:2). It is interesting to note that for mother-tongue speakers of Kwanyama, Ndonga and 
Kwambi sound the same. The group interviewees in Ondjiva stated that it is difficult for them to 
distinguish between those two variants. 

1.1.4 Nyaneka 

Nkumbi is a prominent Nyaneka variant found in Kunene Province. Fernandes and Ntondo (2002) also 
add the following variants to Nyaneka: Ndongwena, Inglo, Kwankwá and Hinga. Ndongwena can be 
identified with Ndongona, which will be discussed further in section 1.1.5 below, but no evidence of 
Inglo was found during the fieldwork conducted in the eastern part of the province. As mentioned in 
section 1.1.2, the Ondjiva group interviewees named Kwankwá and Hinga as dialects of Mbadja, which 
would mean they should be classified under Wambo instead of Nyaneka. Data that helps to clarify the 
classification of these two speech varieties will be presented in section 3.1. 

1.1.5 Ndongona 

One of the most intriguing issues addressed by this study is the identity of the Ndongona people and the 
classification of their language. One thing on which everyone agrees is their location, which appears to 
be between the Dhimba [dhm] and Wambo areas of Kunene Province, near Calueque. Exactly how to 
classify the Ndongona speech variety is less clear, though the general consensus indicates that it is a 
mixture of Wambo, Nyaneka and Herero. 

Even the name itself proves controversial. As noted in section 1.1.1, the Ondjiva group interviewees 
identified Ndongona with Ndombondola. Fernandes and Ntondo (2002:49) mention it as Ndongwena, 
while the Ethnologue (Lewis et al. 2016) lists Mundokena as a dialect of Dhimba. No one encountered 
during the fieldwork in the eastern part of Kunene Province had heard of Mundokena, neither was it 
mentioned by Dhimba group interviewees in northern Namibia. However, those Dhimba speakers did list 
the Ndongona as a neighbouring ethnic group that speaks a language different from their own. 
“Mundokena” is possibly a Portuguese corruption of the word Omundongona, the singular form of 
Ovandongona. The identity of Ndongona will be further clarified in section 3.1. 

1.2 Geography 

Besides the Kunene River, the most influential feature of this area’s geography is an artificial one, 
namely the border with Namibia. The Kwanyama and the Mbadja, the two main ethnolinguistic groups 
examined in this study, are found on both sides of the border. This must be taken into consideration 
when dealing with issues of language development, because such projects could have impact in both 
Angola and Namibia. 

The side of the border on which people reside can also influence their perspective on language 
development issues. Kwanyama is the only developed Wambo variant in Angola, while Namibia has 
Ndonga and Kwambi in addition to Kwanyama. It is possible that the need for developing another 
Wambo variant may be felt more acutely in Angola than in Namibia. 

Locations that the team actually visited in addition to other major communities in the area are 
shown on the map, below. Note that individual Wambo variants, Kwanyama and Ndonga, are shown 
south of the border in Namibia. A single Wambo area is depicted in Angola, though the Mbadja variant is 
spoken in the western part of the Angolan Wambo area. At this time, it is unclear exactly where the 
boundary between Mbadja and Kwanyama should be drawn.  
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A slightly different viewpoint was expressed by the interview group at the provincial office for the 
Ministry of Culture in Ondjiva. According to them, Evale, Kafima and Kwanyama are the three 
historically Kwanyama-speaking groups. The origins of these groups were in three historical kingdoms. 
The Kafima essentially speak the Kwanyama sub-variant, while the Evale speak their own sub-variant, 
which is essentially Kwanyama with some differences in pronunciation, tone and vocabulary. The close 
relationship of the Kafima to the central group is demonstrated by the fact that Kafima people can 
inherit property in the Kwanyama area. 

The Ondjiva interview group also stated that Ndombondola can be counted as one of the eight 
variants of Wambo. However, the Ndombondola people are not included in the list of what are generally 
accepted to be the eight ethnolinguistic subgroups of Wambo (Tirronen 1986), so it is also possible that 
their speech variety really is a sub-variant of Kwanyama. Another conflicting piece of information from 
the Ondjiva interview group is that the Ndombondola live in Calueque and are the same as the 
Ndongona (see section 1.1.5). They said that despite being considered ethnically Wambo, the 
Ndombondola are a mixture of Wambo, Nyaneka and Herero. More evidence for the exact identity of this 
group will be discussed further in section 3.1. 

Regarding Kwanyama’s degree of development, two of the group interviewees stated that it is used 
in first grade only, and only in some schools. Most adults can read it, while most youth cannot. To date, 
it is used as a written standard by the Mbadja people as well as speakers of Kwanyama’s sub-variants. 

1.1.2 Mbadja 

Mbadja is historically the eighth variant of Wambo, not a sub-variant of Kwanyama. The colonial 
government had placed the Namibian Mbadja under the Kwanyama Traditional Authority and did not 
consider them to be a separate community. They were finally recognised by the Namibian government in 
2002. This resulted in the establishment of the Ombadja Traditional Authority, which brought the total 
of officially recognised Wambo communities to eight (Anyolo 2008:87). 

According to the group interviewees in Ondjiva, all of whom were mother-tongue speakers of 
Kwanyama, Mbadja includes the sub-variants Kwankwá and Hinga. They also mentioned that the Mbadja 
and the Mbalanhu form their own subgroup within the eight Wambo communities; their traditional 
rituals are connected. Apparently the Mbalanhu split off from the Mbadja at the time when these 
ethnolinguistic subgroups were forming. Therefore, Mbalanhu is more similar to Mbadja than to any of 
the other Wambo variants. 

According to the group interviewees in Shangalala, the Mbadja consider themselves to be a distinct 
ethnic group, and their linguistic variant has many words that are different from Kwanyama. In addition 
to the vocabulary differences, some sounds are also different. People who do not have contact with 
speakers of other Wambo variants, particularly children and youth, do not understand everything. 

1.1.3 Ndonga 

Besides Kwanyama, Ndonga is the other main developed variant of Wambo. Ndonga speakers live mostly 
in Namibia. 

According to Fernandes and Ntondo (2002:53), the dialects of Ndonga are Kusu, Nyengo and Diriku. 
However, Diriku [diu] is actually considered to be a separate language of the Luyana Group (K30) and 
more closely related to Kwangali [kwn] than to Ndonga, which belongs to the Wambo Group (R20) 
(Maho 2009:87). There are also two different speech varieties called Nyengo in that general area, one of 
which is a separate language of Angola ([nye]). The other one is currently listed in the Ethnologue 
(Lewis et al. 2016) as being a dialect of Simaa [sie]. These two varieties called Nyengo are in different 
branches of Bantu Zone K (Guthrie 1970), the former belonging to the Ciokwe-Luchazi Group (K10) and 
the latter to the Luyana Group (K30) (Maho 2009:63, 65). This still does not preclude the possibility of a 
third variety of the same name being a dialect of the Zone R Ndonga, but it is good to note due to the 
potential for confusion. 

Kwambi does have literature, but there is no established orthography and it is not equal to the other 
two as a literary variant. Though Kwambi was the variant originally used by the Catholic mission in that 
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area, today even among the Catholic churches the Ndonga Bible translation is used more frequently 
(Magnusson 2008:2). It is interesting to note that for mother-tongue speakers of Kwanyama, Ndonga and 
Kwambi sound the same. The group interviewees in Ondjiva stated that it is difficult for them to 
distinguish between those two variants. 

1.1.4 Nyaneka 

Nkumbi is a prominent Nyaneka variant found in Kunene Province. Fernandes and Ntondo (2002) also 
add the following variants to Nyaneka: Ndongwena, Inglo, Kwankwá and Hinga. Ndongwena can be 
identified with Ndongona, which will be discussed further in section 1.1.5 below, but no evidence of 
Inglo was found during the fieldwork conducted in the eastern part of the province. As mentioned in 
section 1.1.2, the Ondjiva group interviewees named Kwankwá and Hinga as dialects of Mbadja, which 
would mean they should be classified under Wambo instead of Nyaneka. Data that helps to clarify the 
classification of these two speech varieties will be presented in section 3.1. 

1.1.5 Ndongona 

One of the most intriguing issues addressed by this study is the identity of the Ndongona people and the 
classification of their language. One thing on which everyone agrees is their location, which appears to 
be between the Dhimba [dhm] and Wambo areas of Kunene Province, near Calueque. Exactly how to 
classify the Ndongona speech variety is less clear, though the general consensus indicates that it is a 
mixture of Wambo, Nyaneka and Herero. 

Even the name itself proves controversial. As noted in section 1.1.1, the Ondjiva group interviewees 
identified Ndongona with Ndombondola. Fernandes and Ntondo (2002:49) mention it as Ndongwena, 
while the Ethnologue (Lewis et al. 2016) lists Mundokena as a dialect of Dhimba. No one encountered 
during the fieldwork in the eastern part of Kunene Province had heard of Mundokena, neither was it 
mentioned by Dhimba group interviewees in northern Namibia. However, those Dhimba speakers did list 
the Ndongona as a neighbouring ethnic group that speaks a language different from their own. 
“Mundokena” is possibly a Portuguese corruption of the word Omundongona, the singular form of 
Ovandongona. The identity of Ndongona will be further clarified in section 3.1. 

1.2 Geography 

Besides the Kunene River, the most influential feature of this area’s geography is an artificial one, 
namely the border with Namibia. The Kwanyama and the Mbadja, the two main ethnolinguistic groups 
examined in this study, are found on both sides of the border. This must be taken into consideration 
when dealing with issues of language development, because such projects could have impact in both 
Angola and Namibia. 

The side of the border on which people reside can also influence their perspective on language 
development issues. Kwanyama is the only developed Wambo variant in Angola, while Namibia has 
Ndonga and Kwambi in addition to Kwanyama. It is possible that the need for developing another 
Wambo variant may be felt more acutely in Angola than in Namibia. 

Locations that the team actually visited in addition to other major communities in the area are 
shown on the map, below. Note that individual Wambo variants, Kwanyama and Ndonga, are shown 
south of the border in Namibia. A single Wambo area is depicted in Angola, though the Mbadja variant is 
spoken in the western part of the Angolan Wambo area. At this time, it is unclear exactly where the 
boundary between Mbadja and Kwanyama should be drawn.  
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Map of eastern Kunene Province with national border,  
featuring the main linguistic variants in the area 

 

 
 

The distribution of speech varieties in table 1 below is adapted from data tables created by the 
Angolan Ministry of Culture’s Institute of National Languages (Instituto de Línguas Nacionais 2012:15–
16). The table should not be considered an exhaustive list of every variant in the province; it only shows 
those that were included in this study as identified in section 1.1. Also note that not every speech variety 
in the table is at the same level of classification. Kwanyama, Kafima and Evale (and possibly 
Ndombondola) are sub-variants of Kwanyama, while Nyaneka1 and Herero are macrolanguages that 
encompass many variants. Mbadja can be considered one of the eight major variants of Wambo. 

                                                   
1 The Nyaneka data likely applies exclusively to Nkumbi, though that variant was not specified in data from the 
Institute of National Languages (2012:15–16). 

Includes geodata from world-

geodatasets.com and Esri. 

© SIL International 2016 
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Table 1. Distribution of speech varieties in municipalities of Kunene Province 

Municipality Kwanyama Kafima Evale Nyaneka Mbadja Ndombondola Herero 

Kwanyama X X      
Onamakunde X       
Okwelayi   X X    
Ombadya    X X X  
Kahama       X 
Kuloka       X 

2 Procedures 

2.1 Research questions 

The main purposes of this survey were 1) to investigate the relationship of Mbadja to Kwanyama and 2) 
to investigate the relationship of Ndongona to the neighbouring linguistic clusters. The following specific 
research questions were addressed: 

• What are the sub-variants of Kwanyama? 
• Who are the Ndongona? Where do they live? To what is their language most closely related? 

2.2 Methodology 

2.2.1 Interviews 

Where possible, interviews were conducted with focus groups, though individual interviews were done 
when necessary if only one person was available at a time. For this study, informal background 
interviews with knowledgeable mother-tongue speakers of Wambo variants helped to determine the 
direction of the research and the initial identification of local speech varieties. 

2.2.2 Language mapping 

One of the main methods used in this study was language mapping as described by Hasselbring (2010:7). 
A mapping exercise was conducted with groups representing each of the following three major speech 
varieties in the area: Kwanyama, Mbadja and Nkumbi. This helped to clarify the relationships between 
these varieties as well as to investigate the sociolinguistic situation in the area, getting at an insider’s 
perspective on identity and intelligibility. 

Participants were asked to evaluate the neighbouring speech varieties with which they are familiar 
according to the perceived level of intelligibility with their mother tongue. They started with the speech 
varieties that they consider to be dialects of their own language and then proceeded to those that they 
consider to be related but different languages. Within the second grouping, the participants ranked the 
related languages they perceived as being most similar to their own. For each of the related languages, 
they categorised their comprehension as full, high partial, moderate or low partial. Finally, they 
described how they normally communicate with speakers of those other languages. The results of these 
dialect mapping exercises are shown in section 3.1, and the procedure is outlined below. 
 

1. Map all the dialects of your language (by either dialect name or area, whichever is better). 
2. Which dialect is the central dialect? (Write the name of the language and people group on this 

piece of paper.) 
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3. Map all the languages in your area that are not your own (either spoken among you or around 
your language area). 

4. Group together any dialects or languages that are similar. 
5. Choose the two languages most similar to your own and rank them 1 and 2. 
6. Rate all the languages different from your own by how well you understand them: 100%, more 

than half, half or less than half. 
7. Label all the languages different from your own by how you communicate with their speakers: 

each speaks his own language, we speak our own but they change, they speak their own but we 
change, or we all change to a third language. 

At the end of each language mapping exercise, photos were taken of the completed map in order to 
record the results and aid in further analysis. 

2.2.3 Wordlist 

Wordlists were collected using the 600-item Portuguese elicitation list that was compiled by Oliver 
Kröger (2005:9). The wordlists were collected in Shangalala, Ondjiva and Luanda. Because of time 
constraints on the fieldwork, the full list of 600 words was not elicited in any of the languages. The first 
352 words were elicited in Mbadja during two sessions at the IELA mission in Shangalala. The 
Kwanyama list of 344 words was begun in Ondjiva and finished with a mother-tongue speaker living in 
Luanda. In Xangongo, 23 Nkumbi words were also elicited in order to check against data obtained earlier 
in other Nyaneka variants and to further assist in the internal classification of Nyaneka. 

Each wordlist was collected with the assistance of one or more mother-tongue speakers of the 
speech variety in question. If more than one speaker was present in order to help with the discussion and 
find the best word, only one person from the group was audio-recorded pronouncing each word. If that 
person was unable to stay and finish the entire list, a substitute was found to complete the recording. 

The wordlist transcriptions from this study were entered into WordSurv version 7 for 
lexicostatistical and phonological comparison. Individual lexical items were assigned to initial cognate 
sets, and the comparative method (Campbell 1999, Durie and Ross 1996) was applied according to the 
following steps: 
 

1. Establishing regular sound correspondences. 
2. Identifying lexical items that are just linguistically similar and not truly cognate. 
3. Assigning individual lexical items to sets of true cognates. 
4. Identifying apparent irregularities in sound change caused by borrowing and analogical change. 

3 Results and data analysis 

3.1 Language mapping 

When analysing the data from these dialect mapping interviews, it is particularly informative to look at 
which speech varieties were listed by each interview group as being fully or mostly comprehensible for 
mother-tongue speakers of their own variety and which they grouped together as being similar to each 
other. By noting the areas of overlap between the results received from different groups, it should be 
possible to sketch the patterns of linguistic relatedness between the local variants. The tables that follow 
in this section present the data collected during the group interviews conducted in Shangalala, Ondjiva 
and Xangongo. Because the mapping participants often used differing forms or spellings for the names of 
language/ethnic groups in their area, the following tables present these names in the most commonly 
used root form, in order to avoid confusion. 

Table 2 below summarises the mapping exercise completed in Shangalala by mother tongue 
speakers of Mbadja. The participants acknowledged Kwanyama as Mbadja’s closest relative, along with 
Mbalanhu and Ndombondola making up the group of speech varieties they comprehend at a high level. 
When asked to define groups of similar speech varieties, they grouped Kwambi and Kolonghadi together 
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as Wambo variants that are only moderately comprehensible. Most interesting is their grouping of 
Nkumbi with Ndongona, Hinga and Nghuanghua, since Fernandes and Ntondo (2002:50) also list these 
four as variants of Nyaneka. The identity of the latter three is a subject of controversy, as previously 
discussed in section 1.1. 

Table 2. Language mapping exercise with Mbadja speakers in Shangalala 

 VARIETY COMPREHENSION COMMUNICATION 

CLOSELY RELATED 
(ranked by linguistic similarity 
to mother tonguea and 
grouped) 

Mbadja full  
 
each speaks own variety 

Kwanyama  
high partial Mbalanhu 

Ndombondola 

DISTANTLY RELATED 
(in no particular order, but 
grouped) 

Kwambi  
moderate 

each speaks own variety 
OR 
each speaks different 
variety 

Kolonghadi 

Nkumbi  
 
 
moderate 

each speaks different 
variety 
OR 
they change their language 
to communicate with us 
OR 
each speaks own variety 

Ndongona 
Hinga 
Nghuanghua 

a In each table, the mother tongue of the participants is listed first. 
 

Their mode of communication with speakers of distantly related varieties reflects the sociolinguistic 
reality in much of southern Angola. Speakers of varieties with low intelligibility often do not share a 
second language through which they can communicate at a higher level, and they must rely on the 
inherent intelligibility of their mother tongue in order to negotiate meaning. If a second language is 
available, they will use it, but it depends on the interlocutor. In the case of the Nyaneka grouping 
defined here, one of the possible options is that the Nyaneka change their language to communicate with 
the Mbadja. This may indicate that Wambo variants have higher prestige in this area. 

Table 3 below shows the results of the Kwanyama mapping exercise. The Kwanyama participants 
emphasised the status of Evale as a sub-variant of Kwanyama, followed by Mbadja as the most closely 
related variant of Wambo. Among the Wambo variants, they defined two separate groups, the second of 
these including the only moderately comprehensible Ngandyera, Kolonkadhi, Kwaluudhi and 
Ndombondola. In this mapping exercise, Nyaneka-Nkumbi, Khoisan and Herero variants were included 
as isolates that cannot be grouped with any of the Wambo variants that were listed. Speakers of 
Nyaneka-Nkumbi and Khoisan variants were said to change their language to communicate with the 
Kwanyama, again indicating that Wambo variants may have higher prestige in this area. 
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Table 3. Language mapping exercise with Kwanyama speakers in Ondjiva 

 VARIETY COMPREHENSION COMMUNICATION 
THE SAME 
(ranked by 
linguistic 
similarity to 
mother tongue) 

Kwanyama  
full 

 
each speaks own 
variety 

Evale 

DIFFERENT BUT 
SIMILAR 
(ranked by 
linguistic 
similarity to 
mother tongue) 

Mbadja full  
each speaks own 
variety 
 

Ndonga high partial 

DIFFERENT BUT 
SIMILAR 
(in no particular 
order) 

Kwambi  
high partial 

 
each speaks own 
variety 

Mbalanhu 

DISTANTLY 
RELATED 
(in no particular 
order) 

Ngandyera  
moderate 

 
each speaks own 
variety 

Kolonkadhi 
Kwaluudhi 
Ndombondola 

VERY 
DIFFERENT 

Nyaneka-
Nkumbi 

low partial they change their 
language to 
communicate with us 
 

Khoisan  
none 

Herero NAa 
a The participants were unable to describe how they communicate with speakers of Herero languages, because 
they have so little contact with them and there often is no common language between them. 

 

The Nkumbi situation depicted in table 4 below ties together what we already know about Nyaneka 
(see Jordan and Manuel 2013:23) and the Wambo variants. Nkumbi and its northern Mulondo dialect 
are most closely related to Handa, a result that is supported by wordlist evidence (section 3.2). The 
participants considered Ngambwe to be part of the Nyaneka group with Nkumbi, but it is only 
moderately comprehensible compared to the others.  
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Table 4. Language mapping exercise with Nkumbi speakers in Xangongo 

 VARIETY COMPREHENSION COMMUNICATION 

CLOSELY RELATED 
(ranked by linguistic 
similarity to mother 
tongue and grouped) 

Nkumbi full  
each speaks own 
variety 
 

Mulondo high partial 
Handa 
Ngambwe moderate 

DISTANTLY RELATED 
(in no particular order) 

Ndongona  
moderate 

they change their 
language to 
communicate with 
us 

Dhimba 

VERY DIFFERENT 

Kwanyama  
none 

each speaks own 
variety 
OR 
each speaks different 
variety 

Mbadja 

 

When grouping the speech varieties they had included in their mapping exercise, the Nkumbi 
participants also linked their mother tongue separately to Ndongona, though they did not assign it equal 
status with the Nyaneka variants to the north. This supports the results of the Mbadja mapping exercise, 
during which Nkumbi was also grouped with Ndongona. Herero, here represented by Dhimba, appears as 
an isolate on the Nkumbi map. It was however considered much more comprehensible than the two 
Wambo variants, Kwanyama and Mbadja, which were grouped with each other. 

Nkumbi seems to have higher prestige in this area than Ndongona and Dhimba, whose speakers 
reportedly change their language to communicate with the Nkumbi. Interestingly, the Nkumbi 
participants did not admit to changing their language to communicate with speakers of Wambo variants, 
as had been indicated by both the Mbadja and Kwanyama interviewees. This casts doubt on the relative 
prestige of Nyaneka and Wambo in this area. 

Figure 1 brings together all three of the above tables in an attempt to show overall groupings and 
sub-groupings of speech varieties in the area. The coloured loops that are drawn around speech varieties 
are based both on the loops of string that the mapping participants placed around groups of varieties on 
their maps and on the comprehension level ratings they assigned to each language. For example, a 
smaller loop encompasses Nkumbi, Mulondo and Handa to show that they comprise the core of this sub-
grouping where comprehension is concerned, though Ngambwe can be included as a peripheral variant 
based on the participants’ grouping. 
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Figure 1. Composite diagram of Wambo, Nyaneka and Herero clusters  

according to the perception of interviewees. 

This composite diagram reveals two major groupings each made up of speech varieties encircled by 
overlapping loops. According to the perception of the mapping exercise participants, there is no overlap 
between these two groups; they are perceived as containing either unrelated languages or languages not 
related closely enough for greater than 50% inter-comprehension. There are also a couple of isolates that 
are not included in any of the groupings. This should not be considered an exhaustive or geographically 
precise map of the languages in the area; the focus here is on significant groupings and major isolates 
that impact the local language situation. 

The two major groupings can be geographically defined as occupying the south-eastern and north-
western parts of this language area, roughly speaking. The south-eastern group centres on Mbadja and 
Kwanyama, with a southern extension that includes variants like Kwaluudhi and Ngandyera. Overall, it 
encompasses the eight main Wambo variants as well as the sub-variants Evale and Ndombondola. The 
north-western group, on the other hand, centres on Nkumbi with a northern Nyaneka branch and a 
southern branch including speech varieties of as yet undetermined origin. This southern branch provides 
some tentative support for the idea that the Ndongona, Hinga and Nghuanghua speech varieties are more 
closely related to Nyaneka than to either Wambo or Herero. 

The isolates included in figure 1 are important for a full understanding of the language situation in 
this area, in spite of the fact that they do not fit into any of the major groupings. Dhimba, the north-
western isolate on this map, represents the Herero variants. It is both geographically and linguistically 
closer to Nyaneka. Then in the north-eastern part of the area we find Khoisan speech varieties, most 
likely Kung-Ekoka [knw] and/or !O!ung [oun]. They form part of the larger picture of Khoisan varieties 
in Kunene, Huíla and Kuando Kubango provinces. 

3.2 Wordlist 

Results of the initial lexicostatistical analysis revealed 90 percent shared lexical items between Mbadja 
and Kwanyama (see the wordlists in Appendix B). However, this data may not give the clearest picture of 
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their true lexical relationship. Because of time limitations, the wordlists were not double-checked with 
other mother tongue speakers. There may be cases where the speech variety in question has a cognate 
but the contributor gave a non-cognate synonym, thereby lowering the lexical similarity. In addition, the 
method of checking for lexical similarity according to a certain degree of phonetic similarity could have 
missed some cognates that have undergone more extreme sound changes. For these reasons, the 
percentage of similarity could actually be higher than 90 percent. 

The lexicostatistical comparison is still a useful measure of relative similarity between the lexicons, 
and the general observation can be made that the similarity is certainly high enough to leave open the 
possibility of using a common body of literature. Unfortunately, no more than this can be said, because 
this method does not take into account grammatical differences or language attitudes. 

A more in-depth analysis of the lexical data collected during this and other fieldwork should help to 
clarify the linguistic relationship of Mbadja and Kwanyama to neighbouring Nyaneka and Herero 
variants. For the purposes of this paper, the focus will be on any major phonetic differences between 
Mbadja and Kwanyama and on a comparison between these two variants and the Nyaneka variants 
studied previously (see Jordan and Manuel 2013:18–21). 

The sound correspondence that is best attested in the current data, instead of demonstrating the 
division between Wambo and Nyaneka, emphasises the difference between Mbadja and Kwanyama. 
Kwanyama patterns with the variants of Nyaneka’s Handa subgroup, while Mbadja seems to follow the 
Mwila subgroup. This is shown by table 5 (see Appendix B for a table showing the complete wordlists 
from this survey and Jordan and Manuel 2013:32–50 for the data from the Nyaneka survey). 

Table 5. Attestations of the h~ʃ correspondence found in cognate roots 
Portuguese gloss English gloss Mbadja Kwanyama 
olho eye -ihoː -iʃo
esquerdo left  -moho -moʃo
tomar banho bathe -ikoha -ikoʃa
leão lion -ŋ̟gohi -ŋ̟goʃi
puxar pull -hila -ʃila
leite milk -hini -ʃini

 

At this point it would be helpful to compare the data in table 5 to the fully attested sound 
correspondences found in cognate sets within the words that were elicited during the Namibe (Jordan 
2012:8) and Huíla (Jordan and Manuel 2013:20) surveys, so that the above-mentioned Handa and Mwila 
subgroups of Nyaneka can also be included in the comparison. Table 6 below shows a segmental 
correspondence with two or more full attestations in word roots. 
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Table 6. Fully attested sound correspondence found in words elicited  
during both the Namibe and Huíla surveys 

Mwila Nyaneka Ngambwe Handa Humbe Environment Fully attested in:a 

h h h sb ʃ V_V, #_ H66-N128, 
H4-N12 

a In references to wordlist items, each number is preceded by either an N or an H, directing the reader to 
the wordlist from the Namibe or Huíla survey, respectively. 
b The difference between Handa and Humbe in the second correspondence may be due to differences in 
transcription between the two researchers who collected these lists. It could also be the result of further 
minor differentiation that occurred after the rest of Nyaneka split from Handa and Humbe. The important 
point here is that both segments are sibilant. 

Source: Adapted from Jordan and Manuel 2013:20. 
 

The above fully attested correspondence clearly divides these five speech varieties into the Mwila 
subgroup exhibiting the glottal fricative and the Handa subgroup with the voiceless sibilant (either 
alveolar or palato-alveolar). It is not surprising to find that Kwanyama patterns with the Handa 
subgroup. Nkumbi [khu] (see Appendix A), which can be considered another member of the Handa 
subgroup though not included in table 6, is a close neighbour of both Kwanyama and Mbadja. The 
Humbe, though currently found much farther to the northwest, lived in what is now Kunene Province 
until they fled a conflict involving the Wambo in the early twentieth century.2 Regardless of whether this 
geographic proximity indicates a closer genetic relationship or greater opportunity for language contact, 
it would be reasonable to expect some phonetic similarity between Kwanyama and the Handa subgroup. 
The surprising aspect of these findings is that Mbadja patterns with the Mwila subgroup. 

To shed more light on the potential reason for this unexpected result, let us turn to the evidence of 
the causative affix in these variants. From the data shown in table 7 below, we can see that this affix 
appears as [-is] or [-es] in the variants of the Mwila subgroup. Putting aside the one counterexample of 
‘to sell’ in Handa, it would appear that the causative affix is normally realised as [-if] or [-ef] in the 
variants of the Handa subgroup. The data do not present as clear a picture of the same affix in Mbadja 
and Kwanyama, with only one clear example each of [-if] and the counterexample of Mbadja’s [-is] in 
the item ‘to sell’. In spite of these mixed results, it seems that the two Wambo variants are more similar 
to the Handa subgroup where morphology is concerned, as the current data do not furnish any examples 
of [-if] in the Mwila subgroup. 

Table 7. Variation of the causative affix in Wambo and Nyaneka variants 

Portuguese 
gloss 

English 
gloss 

MBA KWA MWI NYA NGA HAN HUM 

ajudar help -- -- okukwatesako okulikwatesako okukwatesako okukwatefako okukwɑtɛfɑko 

encher fill okujudifa -- okujulisa okujulisa okujulisa okujukifa okujukifɑ 

ensinar teach -- -- okuloŋgesa okuloŋgesa okuloŋgesa okuloŋgefa okuloŋgɛfɑ 

vender sell okulandisa okulandifa okulandesa okulandesa okulandesa okulandesa okulɑndɛfɑ 
 

Bound morphemes are generally said to be among the language features most resistant to contact-
induced change (Sankoff 2001:17). The similarity of the causative affix in the Wambo variants and the 
Handa subgroup makes it seem more likely that Mbadja originally also exhibited a voiceless sibilant in 

                                                   
2 This was most likely the World War I era Kwanyama resistance to pressure from both the Portuguese and South 
Africans, which ended with the death of Kwanyama King Mandume Ya Ndemufayo during a battle with South 
African forces in 1917 (Hayes 1993). The initial trigger for this conflict was the German invasion of Portuguese 
Angola just prior to World War I (Southern 2007). 
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the roots shown in table 5 and changed due to contact with either the Mwila group or other variants 
having a glottal fricative in the same position. The contact that may have changed these roots would 
have had less effect on the causative affix and, presumably, other bound morphemes as well. 

Stronger support for Mbadja’s closer genetic relationship to Kwanyama and the Handa subgroup can 
be found among the fully attested sound correspondences from the Namibe and Huíla surveys. Table 8 
shows the other main segmental correspondence with two or more full attestations in word roots elicited 
during those surveys. 

Table 8. Another fully attested sound correspondence found in words elicited  
during both the Namibe and Huíla surveys 

Mwila Nyaneka Ngambwe Handa Humbe Environment Fully attested 
in:* 

h h h f f V_V, #_ H71-N136, 
H36-N85  

*In references to wordlist items, each number is preceded by either an N or an H, directing the reader to the 
wordlist from the Namibe or Huíla survey, respectively. 
Source: Adapted from Jordan and Manuel 2013:20. 

 

Though Mbadja clearly patterns with the Mwila subgroup in the correspondence of table 6, in table 
9 below it exhibits the same reflex found in Kwanyama and the Handa subgroup. This correspondence is 
not as well attested in the current data as the first one, but it does demonstrate the division between 
Wambo and the Mwila subgroup of Nyaneka while emphasising the similarity between Wambo and the 
Handa subgroup. Table 9 shows attestations of the h~f correspondence found in the cognate sets of this 
study’s data and that of the previous surveys. 

Table 9. Attestations of the h~f correspondence in Wambo and Nyaneka variants 

Portuguese 
gloss 

English 
gloss 

MBA KWA MWI NYA NGA HAN HUM 

chamar call okwiːfana okwiːfana okwihana okwihana okwihana okwiːfana okuwifɑnɑ 
chegar arrive okufika okufika okuhika okuhika okuhika okufika okufikɑ 
 

The well-attested h~ʃ correspondence that distinguishes the two Wambo variants from each other 
also points to some similarity and perhaps contact between Mbadja and the Mwila subgroup of Nyaneka. 
As can be seen from the balance of the evidence presented above, the Wambo variants are nevertheless 
more similar to each other and to the Handa subgroup of Nyaneka than to the Mwila subgroup. 

4 Summary and conclusions 

To conclude, let us revisit the purposes and associated research questions outlined at the beginning of 
this study to see how they were addressed. 

4.1 Investigate the relationship of Mbadja to Kwanyama 

Mbadja is historically and officially (in Namibia) the eighth main variant of Wambo, not a sub-variant of 
Kwanyama. Of the eight Wambo variants, only Kwanyama, Ndonga and Kwambi have literature 
available, and only the first two of these three are currently still used in the production of literature. The 
speakers of the other six variants use either Kwanyama or Ndonga as a written standard, since these two 
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are taught as school subjects.3 Any decision to develop Mbadja as a written variant would have wider 
implications for language development, literacy and education in both Angola and Namibia. 

According to the group interviewees in Shangalala, Mbadja people who have not had previous 
contact with speakers of Kwanyama do not fully understand it. This is particularly true of the children 
and youth. At the same time, they acknowledged Kwanyama as Mbadja’s closest relative, along with 
Mbalanhu and Ndombondola making up the group of speech varieties they comprehend at a high level. 
Mbadja interviewees also displayed the attitude that Kwanyama is not their own language and that it is 
distinct from Mbadja. 

The wordlists yielded mixed results, revealing the similarity between Mbadja and Kwanyama while 
also pointing out Mbadja’s uniqueness. The initial lexicostatistical analysis revealed at least 90 percent 
shared lexical items between these two Wambo variants. The well-attested h~ʃ correspondence that 
distinguishes them from each other also points to some similarity and perhaps contact between Mbadja 
and the Mwila subgroup of Nyaneka. Overall, the balance of the evidence indicates that the Wambo 
variants are nevertheless more similar to each other and to the Handa subgroup of Nyaneka than to the 
Mwila subgroup. 

4.2 What are the sub-variants of Kwanyama? 

The most inclusive list of Kwanyama sub-variants that we have examined here is the one given by 
Fernandes and Ntondo (2002:52–53). Based on input from mother tongue speakers of Kwanyama and on 
the results of the language mapping exercises, that initial list can be reduced to the following: 

Evale 
Kafima 
Kwanyama 

Kwamato, Kwangali and Mbadja can be eliminated from the list by general consensus of the 
Kwanyama and Mbadja interviewees who were consulted. Kwamato is not a speech variety but rather a 
village. Kwangali is also a place name as well as the name of a separate developed language found to the 
east of Kwanyama. Mbadja is one of the eight traditional variants of Wambo and should be considered 
separately for reasons of identity, though linguistically it is the closest to Kwanyama of the eight (see 
discussion above). 

Ndombondola is a more difficult case. Though a mother-tongue speaker of Kwanyama had 
independently identified it as one of the sub-variants of his language, the Kwanyama group interviewees 
seemed to be unfamiliar with it and confused it with Ndongona. Based on the Mbadja group interview, it 
seems that Ndombondola must be a Wambo variant that is found to the south of Mbadja. It is reportedly 
more similar to Mbadja than to Kwanyama, though Mbadja speakers find it more difficult to understand 
than Mbalanhu. Without further data it is impossible to place it definitively under one of the eight major 
Wambo variants, but it seems safe for now to rule it out as a true sub-variant of Kwanyama. 

4.3 Investigate the relationship of Ndongona to the neighbouring linguistic clusters 

Unfortunately, there was no opportunity to visit an Ndongona community during this fieldwork. It is still 
possible to piece together a preliminary picture of their speech variety based on the reports of 
neighbouring communities. The north-western group of speech varieties in this area, as defined by the 
results of the language mapping exercises (figure 1), has a southern branch that includes Ndongona and 
other varieties that are yet unclassified. This north-western group centres on Nkumbi and also has a 
northern Nyaneka branch, providing some support for the idea that Ndongona is more closely related to 
Nyaneka than to either Wambo or Herero. 

                                                   
3 Kwanyama is taught on both sides of the border, while Ndonga is taught only in Namibian schools.  
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Speakers of Mbadja, the geographically closest Wambo variant, claimed only moderate 
comprehension of Ndongona and placed it in the category of most distantly related speech varieties in 
the area. The Nkumbi speakers also listed Ndongona among the varieties of which they have moderate 
comprehension, but at the same time they distinguished it from the Wambo variants, which they do not 
understand at all. Though Nkumbi may be Ndongona’s closest relative among the varieties included in 
this study, the Nkumbi interviewees stated that the Ndongona change their language to communicate 
with them, indicating that these are indeed different languages. 

No communities that speak Herero variants were visited during the current study, which was 
confined to the eastern part of Angola’s Kunene Province. However, a group of Dhimba speakers who 
were interviewed on a previous visit to northern Namibia listed the Ndongona as a neighbouring ethnic 
group that speaks a language different from their own. They stated that they have only low partial 
comprehension of Ndongona and that they have to change to another language in order to communicate 
with this group. In spite of a lack of first-hand data, this is yet another indication that Ndongona is a 
separate language in its own right, though it may be possible to group it with Nghuanghua and Hinga. 

4.4 Who are the Ndongona? Where do they live? To what is their language most closely 
related? 

The Ndongona live between the Dhimba and Wambo areas of Angola’s Kunene Province, near Calueque, 
but their identity and the classification of their language are difficult to specify. The Kwanyama group 
interviewees mistakenly identified Ndongona with Ndombondola, a Wambo sub-variant. Fernandes and 
Ntondo (2002:49) mention it as a Nyaneka variant called “Ndongwena,” while the Ethnologue (Lewis et 
al. 2016) lists it as “Mundokena,” a dialect of the Herero variant Dhimba. The general consensus among 
interviewees from neighbouring ethnic groups seems to be that Ndongona is a mixture of Wambo, 
Nyaneka and Herero. As discussed above, the Nyaneka variant Nkumbi may be its closest relative among 
the varieties included in this study. 

It is likely to be even more closely related to Nghuanghua and Hinga, two other speech varieties 
mentioned by interviewees but not investigated directly during this study. According to the Kwanyama 
group interviewees, they are sub-variants of Mbadja and therefore Wambo. According to Fernandes and 
Ntondo (2002:50), they are variants of Nyaneka. The Nkumbi interviewees did not mention them, but 
the Mbadja speakers grouped them with Nkumbi and Ndongona, distantly related varieties of which they 
have only moderate comprehension. This supports the idea that the Ndongona, Hinga and Nghuanghua 
speech varieties are closely related to each other and more closely related to the Nyaneka cluster than to 
anything else. 
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Appendix A. Nkumbi words 

# Portuguese Nkumbi 
1. nariz ejulu 
2. olho eiso 
3. vomitar okuhanɟa 
4. ficar okufalapo 
5. chegar okufika 
6. gémeos omapasa 
7. chamar okwifana 
8. ajudar okukwatefako 
9. mostrar okulikaifa 
10. ensinar okuloŋgefa 
11. rir okujɔla 
12. casa eumbo 
13. entrar okuɲiŋgila 
14. extinguir, apagar okumima 
15. encher okujulifa 
16. começar okutamɛka 
17. sombra otʃifi 
18. lua ohami 
19. chuva ombula 
20. nove otʃɛndiɛ 
21. baixo otʃisupi 
22. pescoço ofiŋgo 
23. roncar, ressonar okuoːna 
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Appendix B. Wordlists 

# Portuguese Oshimbadja Oshikwanyama 
1. corpo olutu olutu 
2. cabeça ompe omtwe 
3. nariz ejulu ejulu 
4. olho eihoː eiʃo 
5. lábio onluŋgu omluŋgu 
6. língua elaka elaka 
7. dente ejoː ejoː 
8. esquerdo okumoho olumoʃo 
9. direito okujo olulyo 
10. dedo omnwe omnwe 
11. unha oʃipatu oʃipaɲala 
12. joelho oŋgolo oŋgolo 
13. pele oʃipa oʃipa 
14. carne ombelela ombelela 
15. osso ekipa ekipa 
16. sangue ohonde ohonde 
17. coração ontʰima omtʰima 
18 respirar okufuda okufuda 
19. saliva omate omate 
20. suor oupʰiu oʃinwi 
21. tomar banho okwikoha okulikoʃa 
22. lavar (mãos) okukoha omake 
23. dormir okunaŋgala okukofa 
24. doença oudu oudu 
25. febre oʃidu oʃidu 
26. vomitar okukuŋga okukuŋga 
27. ferida oʃipute oʃipute 
28. inchar odʒindo okudinda 
29. borbulha ombulwa ombulwa 
30. curar okuhakula okuhakula 
31. medicamento onti omti 
32. ir, andar okuja okuja 
33. ir-se embora okwaja  
34. ficar okukalapo okukalapo 
35. vir de okuːja okuːja 
36. chegar okufika okufika 
37. descansar okufudapo okufudapo 
38. esperar okutelela okuteːlela 
39. estar de pé okukalaofika okukala ofika 
40. sentar-se okukala ontʰumba okukala omtumba 
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41. ajoelhar-se okutweːŋgolo okutweːŋgolo 
42. fugir okuhanikapo okufadukapo 
43. seguir okulandula okulandula 
44. voltar, 

regressar 
okwaːluka okwaːluka 

45. enviar, mandar okutuma okutuma 
46. trazer okweːta okweːta 
47. levar okutwala okutwala 
48. agarrar okukwata okukwata 
49. pôr, colocar okutulapo okutula 
50. nadar okujoa okujowa 
51. saltar okun̥uka okun̟uka 
52. lançar okukupula okukupula 
53. cair okupunduka okupunduka 
54. pessoa omn̥u omn̟u 
55. nome edina edina 
56. tribo omnoko omn̟oko 
57. velho, ancião omkulun̥u omkulun̟u 
58. amigo kaume kaume 
59. hóspede omweːnda omweːnda 
60. família epata epata 
61. casamento, 

matrimónio 
ehombolo ehombolo 

62. casar-se 
(homem) 

okuhombola okuhombola 

63. amar, gostar de okuhola okuhola 
64. rapaz okamati ommati 
65. menina okakadona okakadona 
66. gémeos oʃikwanambwiu oʃikwanambwiu 
67. homem omn̥men̥u omlumen̟u 
68. mulher omlikadi omukain̟u 
69. voz ondaka ondaka 
70. gritar okwiŋgida okwiːŋgida 
71. chamar okwiːfana okwiːfana 
72. chorar okukwena okukwena 
73. língua (falada) elaka elaka 
74. falar okupopja okupopja 
75. conversa oŋ̥undafana eːŋ̟undafana 
76. perguntar okupula okupula 
77. responder okujamukula okuɲamuka 
78. pedir okuindila okwiːndila 
79. ajudar okukwafa okukwafa 
80. recusar okwaːɲa okwaːɲa 
81. dar okujadʒa okujadʒa 
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82. receber okutambula okutambula 
83. oferta, prenda omaːnu omaːnu 
84. mostrar okuːlyikila okuːlika 
85. explicar okufatulula okujelifa 
86. ensinar okuloŋga okuloŋga 
87. aprender okuʃiʋa okuʃiːva 
88. ler okuleʃa okuleʃa 
89. escrever okuʃaŋga okuʃaŋga 
90. discussão, briga emata eːn̟aŋgu 
91. discutir okupatana okutaŋguna 
92. bater okudeŋga okudeŋga 
93. guerra oita oita 
94. lutar okulwa okulwa 
95. expulsar okutaːtaː okutaːtaː 
96. roubar okuʋaka okuʋaka 
97. esconder okuholeka okuholeka 
98. mentira oipupulu oipupulu 
99. processo 

judicial 
oihokolola oihokolola 

100. lei on̥aŋgo om̟aŋgu 
101. juiz ompʰaŋgulyi ompʰaŋgulyi 
102. julgar okupaŋgula okupaŋgula 
103. acusar okulundila okufeːkela 
104. confessar okuhepulula okulihokolola 
105. verdade oʃilyi oʃilyi 
106. concordar okutwakumwe okutwakumwe 
107. punir okuhandukila okuhandukila 
108. dança oudano oudano 
109. batuque, 

tambor 
oŋgoma oŋgoma 

110. rir okujola okujola 
111. cantar okwiːmba okwiːmba 
112. construir okutuŋga okutuŋga 
113. casa eumbo eumbo 
114. parede ekuma ekuma 
115. telhado euʋiliko  
116. janela ekende ekende 
117. porta omʋelo omʋelo 
118. abrir okujeulula okujuːlula 
119. fechar okwidʰilapo okwiːdila 
120. entrar okujamo okuːjamo 
121. poço omfima onduŋgo 
122. lareira oʃijotelwa ediko 
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123. acender okuʃakala okutema 
124. fogo omndilo omndilo 
125. arder, queimar okupja okupja 
126. carvão ekala ekala 
127. fumo omwifi omwifi 
128. cinza omnte omte 
129. extinguir, 

apagar 
okudima okudima 

130. lenha oʃikwini oʃikuni 
131. cozinhar okuteleka okuteleka 
132. sacudir okutukumuna okutukumuna 
133. encher okujudifa okujadeka 
134. cobrir okuʋiːka okuːʋika 
135. descobrir, tirar 

a cobertura 
okuʋiːkulula okuːʋikulula 

136. cortar okuteta okuteta 
137. pilar okutwa okutwa 
138. moer okutatula  
139. esteira einda ejinda 
140. machado ekuʋa ekuʋa 
141. faca ombele ombele 
142. corda oŋgodi oŋgodi 
143. nó edita edita 
144. pendurar okuleka okuleka 
145. lavra epja epja 
146. cultivar okulima okulima 
147. cavar okufa okufa 
148. enxada etemo etemo 
149. plantar okutwika okutwika 
150. capinar okulima okulima 
151. carga eːdoŋelwa ondoŋgelwa 
152. gado oʃimuna eːŋgombe 
153. ordenhar   

154. cabrito oʃikombo oʃikombo 
155. ovelha odʒi odi 
156. porco oʃiŋgulu oʃiŋgulu 
157. galinha ohuhwa ohuhwa 
158. galo ekondombolo ekondombolo 
159. gato okambiʃi mbiʃi 
160. cão ombwa ombwa 
161. caçar okujeʋa okujeʋa 
162. caçador onkoŋgo omkoŋgo 
163. furar okutʃuːla okutʃula 
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164. matar okudipaː okudipaː 
165. armadilha oʃitenda omwijo 
166. remar okudija  
167. animal oʃifitukuti oʃifitukuti 
168. morder okulumata okulumata 
169. corno, chifre oluʋiŋga ombiŋga 
170. cauda omʃila omʃila 
171. girafa ondulyi onduli 
172. hipopótamo ondʒamba meʋa ondʒaba jomeʋa 
173. hiena etotonŋgue etotoŋgwe 
174. leopardo ejuku  
175. leão oŋ̟gohi oŋ̟goʃi 
176. crocodilo ekakala ekakala 
177. cobra ejoka ejoka 
178. caracol oŋgolokoʃa oŋ̟golokofja 
179. rã ekaŋga  
180. minhoca oʃoːlolo eoloːlo 
181. ave, pássaro oʃidila okadila 
182. pena eːɲa elweɲa 
183. asa eʋaʋa eʋaʋa 
184. voar okutuka okutuka 
185. começar okutameka okutameka 
186. acabar okumana okumana 
187. fazer okuniŋga okuniŋga 
188. trabalho oʃiloŋga oʃiloŋga 
189. trabalhar okuloŋga okuloŋga 
190. experimentar okuhetekela okuhetekela 
191. puxar okuhila okuʃila 
192. empurrar okuːndula okuːndula 
193. pôr dentro okutulamo okutulamo 
194. dobrar okutoɲa okutoɲa 
195. rasgar okutaula okutaula 
196. dividir, 

partilhar 
okutopola okutopola 

197. levantar, 
erguer 

okufikama okujelula 

198. ferro oʃiʋela oʃitenda 
199. pintar okuʋajeka okuʋajeka 
200. torcer, enrolar okudiŋgila okudiŋgila 
201. mercado elandifilo  
202. comprar okulanda okulanda 
203. vender okulandisa okulandifa 
204. trocar, cambiar okukumaena okukumaena 
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205. dívida oŋgele oŋgele 
206. pagar okuduta okufuta 
207. dinheiro omboŋo omboŋgo 
208. barato ombiliha ombiliha 
209. caro ondilo ondilo 
210. fome ondʒala ondʒala 
211 comer okulja okulja 
212. comida oikulja oʃikulja 
213. engolir okupona okupona 
214. estar satisfeito okukuta okukuta 
215. sede enota enota 
216. beber okunwa okunwa 
217. ovo ei eji 
218. mel omaːdi e ɲiki omaːdi eɲiki 
219. carne de 

animal 
ombelela ombelela 

220. leite omahini omaʃini 
221. óleo omadi omaːdi 
222. laranja   

223. cana-de-açucar omweŋge omweŋge 
224. manga   

225. feijão oʃipoke oʃipoke 
226. tomate emjoto eɲoto 
227. mandioca ondika omdika 
228. batata  oʃijakauto 
229. sal omoŋgwa omoŋgwa 
230. farinha oufila oufila 
231. milho epuŋgu epuŋgu 
232. arroz   

233. roupa  oʃikutu 
234. vestir okudjala okudʒala 
235. vestir-se okwidʒika ohandidike 
236. despir-se okwiːdula ohandiːdula 
237. chapeu embale embale 
238. camisa ohema ohema 
239. calção ombulukweja ohupi ombulukweʋa ihupi 
240. calças ombulukweja ondeka ombulukweʋa ile 
241. engomar okukaŋgula okukaŋgula 
242. sapato oŋgaku oŋ̟gaku 
243. anel oliŋga oliŋga 
244. trançar okuʋinda okuʋinda 
245. céu eulu eulu 
246. madrugada oŋgula onene oŋgula inene 
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247. luz oujelele oujelele 
248. sol etaŋgo etaŋgo 
249. brilhar okutaima okuʋema 
250. sombra ondiʒile omdile 
251. calor ouphju oupʰiju 
252. lua ohani ohani 
253. estrela oɲofi oɲofi 
254. vento on̟po omepo 
255. soprar okupepa okupepa 
256. núvem oʃikoː oʃilemo 
257. chuva odula odula 
258. chover okuloka okulokwa 
259. relâmpago oluʋadi oluʋadi 
260. trovão okapwalakata okapwalakata 
261. mundo oujuni ouɲuni 
262. terra edu edu 
263. floresta ofuka ofuka 
264. montanha ondudu ondudu 
265. vale olufilu olufilu 
266. planície ʃajelakana ʃajelakana 
267. gruta ombululu ombululu 
268. buraco oʃilambo elambo 
269. água omeʋa omeʋa 
270. rio omloŋga omloŋga 
271. lago ediʋa ondobe 
272. lama enono onopo 
273. areia eheke edu 
274. solo edu edu 
275. caminho ondzila onʒila 
276. estrada oʃitauwa oʃitanwa 
277. lugar on̟nele onele 
278. vila, aldeia omkunda onkunda 
279. planta oʃimeno oʃimeno 
280. germinar okumena okumena 
281. árvore omti omti 
282. raiz omdi omdi 
283. ramo oʃitai oʃitaji 
284. folha efo efo 
285. espinho ekija ekija 
286. fruta oʃiːmati oʃiːmati 
287. amadurecer okupja okupja 
288. capim omwiːdi omwiːdi 
289. muitos oʃinzi oʃijapu 
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290. todos oʃihe ajiʃe 
291. contar okuʋala okuʋalula 
292. um imwe imwe 
293. dois mbalyi mbali 
294. três n̟atu natu 
295. quatro n̟e neː 
296. cinco n̟ano nano 
297. seis hamono nano na imwe 
298. sete hejalyi nano na mbali 
299. oito hetatu nano na natu 
300. nove omŋgoi nano na neː 
301. dez omloŋgo omloŋgo 
302. cem efele efele 
303. medir okujeleka okujeleka 
304. peso ondʒundo ondʒudo 
305. fronteira, 

limite 
oŋgaba oŋgaba 

306. linha, traço omfinda omfinda 
307. outro ʃikwao ʃikwao 
308. coisa oʃiːma oʃima 
309. fim ehuljilo ehuːlilo 
310. ano ondo oːndo 
311. dia efiku efiku 
312 manhã oŋgula oŋgula 
313. hoje nena nena 
314. amanhã moŋgula moŋgula 
315. ontem oŋ̟gela oŋgela 
316. passado ʃapita ʃapita 
317. desejo ehalo ehalo 
318. dúvida elimbililo elimbililo 
319. medo oumbada oumbada 
320. vergonha ohoni ohoni 
321. tristeza, mágoa oluhodi oluhodi 
322. dor owijehame ejahamo 
323. alegria ehafo ehafo 
324. cansaço eloloko eloloko 
325. cheiro edzimba edimba 
326. lembrar, 

recordar 
okudimbuluka okudimbuluka 

327. esquecer okudimbwa okudimbwa 
328. pensar okudilaːdila okudidila 
329. saber, conhecer okuʃiːʋa okuʃiːʋa 
330. ouvir okuːda okuːda 
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331. barulho eweːlelo eweːlelo 
332. ver okutala okutala 
333. tocar okupjaː okukuma 
334. provar(sabor) okulola  
335. vida omweɲo omweɲo 
336. morrer okufja okufja 
337. morte efjo efjo 
338. cadáver omdimba omdimba 
339. enterrar, 

sepultar 
okupaka okupaka 

340. túmulo ombila ombila 
341. deus kaluŋga kaluŋga 
342 divinizar omameŋ̟gulilo  
343. curandeiro ondudu ondudu 
344. feiticeiro omlodi omlodi 
345. novo oʃipe oʃipe 
346. grande oʃinene oʃinene 
347. pequeno oʃiniki oʃiʃona 
348. comprido oʃileka oʃile 
349. baixo oʃihupi oʃihupi 
350. limpo ʃajela ʃajela 
351. sujo ʃakaka ʃakaka 
352. duro ʃakukuta ʃakukuta 
353. sabedoria oun̟oŋgo eʃiːʋo 
354. estupidez oulai oulaji 
355. gordo ʃaondoka ʃaondoka 
356. doce oʃiɲeɲe oʃiɲeɲe 
357. fraco ʃaŋ̟undipala ʃaŋgudipala 
358. frio outalala outalala 
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